Mobile Digital Identity
Mobile Connect & Ericsson

ENGAGEMENT
Active role in Mobile Connect

EXPERIENCE
Delivered multiple trials across the globe

READY
In commercial service
Sample use cases deployed

CUSTOMER UNIVERSAL LOGIN & AUTHENTICATION
Access to online portals

CUSTOMER AUTHORIZATION
Step-up authorization for payments

IDENTITY CLAIMS & ATTRIBUTE SHARING
Validation of user attributes e.g. age
Mobile Digital Identity – MDI
Mobile Digital Identity – MDI

Allows operators to position themselves as trusted identity providers in a Global MNO ID Federation

Compliant to Mobile Connect using the Open ID Connect (OIDC) Mobile Connect profile

Offered as a Service and hosted on public or operator specific cloud

Offers a flexible framework architecture to support a growing landscape of authenticators and attribute/identity providers
MDI as-a-service offering

- Allows operators to lower the investment risk by shifting costs from CAPEX to OPEX.
- Your solution always have the latest functionality available. Updates and upgrades are seamlessly installed.

- The deployment model is cloud agnostic and supports public and on-premises deployments.
- Short Time-to-Market.
Explore new use cases and business models.

Grow usage. Expand Service Provider base.

Trial service and business model(s).

E2E solution. Proven integration. Delivered as a service.